This memo should serve as a brief summary of activity for the General Education Governance Board (GEGB) for Fall Quarter 2012.

- The committee met seven (7) times throughout the quarter, on Thursdays from 3-4;
- Each meeting had a specific agenda of items to be discussed;
- The main focus of the Fall Quarter was the approval of GE courses & modifications for the AY13/15 Catalogue
  - CAED: four (4) course proposals reviewed, two (2) approved - CM317 & LA220;
  - CAFES: two (2) course proposals reviewed, none approved;
  - COSAM: eleven (11) course modifications reviewed, eleven (11) approved - GEOL102 & 305, BIO113 & 115, CHEM305, MATH141, 142 & 143, PHYS133 & 417, STAT221;
  - CLA: twenty-one (21) course proposals & five (5) modifications reviewed, all approved - ART121, CHIN121, 122 & 123, ES380, FR201, 202 & 203, GER201, 202 & 203, HIST201, 202, 334 & 335, ITAL201, JPNS201, MU227, PHIL311, RELS344, SOC315, SP201, 202 & 203, WGS201 & 301;
  - OCOB: one (1) course proposal & one (1) modification, none approved;
- The GE survey was developed and sent out campus wide in November. A summary of results will be presented to the committee in the Winter Quarter;
- The University/GE Assessment plan was presented to the Academic Senate with plans moving forward for implementation and continued development in Winter Quarter